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Abstract
Due to their technological complexity, traditional software development paradigms are not
appropriate to face the challenges in the modern Web 2.0 world. Having the ability to adapt rapidly to
the fast changing Web in an open environment, and challenged by the need for applications to be
flexible, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Service-Oriented Computing (SOC), and more recently
Cloud Computing are becoming more and more popular. SOC/SOA and Cloud Computing share many
drivers, such as enterprise portfolio and cost reduction. Both approaches are complementary and are
expected to become the core of IT-based projects and/or businesses. Thus, this paper discusses the
opportunities and challenges of Soft-Computing Paradigms, which are evaluated based on a SWOT
analysis. For illustration, we also present a case of SOC/Cloud (C-SOA) based on the real-world
application of Amazon Services.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Service-Oriented Computing
(SOC), Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats (SWOT), Web Services, C-SOA.
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1

Introduction

The shift from traditional to rather novel soft-computing paradigms in recent years has triggered
extended discussions among scholars as well as industrial experts (Kryvinska et al., 2011b). Gellersen
and Gaedke (1999) claimed that traditional software development approaches typically have four
phases: analysis, design, implementation and maintenance/evolution. Since the introduction of the
Internet, experts were looking for some kind of structured approach for software development and
maintenance for and on the Internet. “The Web is defined as an information medium rather than an
application platform” (Huang and Mak, 2003, p. 41) and therefore it is frequently subject to changes.
The paradigm of Object-Oriented Computing (OOP) came up in the 1980’s, as a result of this
problem. The major advantage of OOP is the sharing and reusing of resources. Rine and Bhargava
(1992) claimed that it was the best paradigm available, as software could be maintained longer. OOP
enabled to alter and align Web applications faster and better on required changes than older paradigms
such as structured programming. However, OOP is rather considered evolutionary than revolutionary,
similar to other paradigms before and after OOP (Rine and Bhargava, 1992). This is the main reason
why it did not emerge any overall state-of-the-art approach for software development on the Internet;
and the development relies heavily on the individual skills of the developers and their best practices
(Huang and Mak 2003).
Due to the fact that software engineering has “inherently no silver bullet” (Brooks, 1987, p. 2) in the
evolution of technology and business trends, the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and ServiceOriented Computing (SOC) evolved around 2005 (Huhns and Singh, 2005). SOC is a design paradigm
to build a composition (in form of computer software) out of independent distributed services in SOA,
which consists of three parts: a provider of applications, a consumer, and a registry. In SOA, (Web)
services represent business functionalities, principles, concepts, and applications (Auer et al., 2011;
Kryvinska et al., 2008). These are built as individual software components, which can be reused for
different purposes among different applications. As a consequence, talking about SOC requires also
talking about SOA (Huhns and Singh, 2005). Cloud computing, which has become popular in the last
few years, shares many of the drivers as in SOC/SOA, such as enterprise portfolio and cost reduction
(Mladenow et al., 2012). Raines (2009) states that SOC/SOA and cloud computing are complementary
approaches, which bear benefits but also risks. The application fields are manifold and include, for
instance, contextual digital signage (Bauer et al., 2011), damage prevention (Strauss et al., 2009), or
tracking of high-value items such as arts (Bauer et al., 2013).
Thus, this paper is structured as follows: First we discuss related work on the soft-computing
paradigms SOC/SOA and cloud computing. Then we evaluate these approaches based on a SWOT
analysis. For an illustration, we then discuss these approaches with an exploration of a real-world
example.

2

The Definitions

2.1

SOA Basics

As it is defined in Huhns and Singh (2005), the architecture of service-based applications contains
three main parts: provider, registry/broker, and requestor. These parts interact using publish, find, and
bind operations. The service provider is an organization that provides access to a Web service and
publishes the service description in a service registry run by a broker. The requestor finds the service
description in a service registry and uses the information in the description to bind to a service. In a
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), the service registry provides a centralized location for storing
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service descriptions with following key standards: Find - UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and
Integration) (Erenkrantz, 2004); Bind - SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), simple XML-based
protocol to let applications exchange information over HTTP to access a Web services (Erenkrantz,
2004); Publish - WSDL (Web Services Description Language), document written in a XML, specifies
the location of the service and the operations the service offers (Wei and Blake, 2010).

2.2

Service-Oriented Computing – the SOA Follower

“Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is an emerging computing paradigm whose main goal is to
support the development of distributed applications in heterogeneous environments” (Crasso et al.,
2011). Deploying SOC enables building software systems by assembling together distributed
functionalities.
This new paradigm is rooted in object-oriented and component-based software development. Its
primary goal is to enable developers to build networks of interoperable and collaborative applications,
regardless of these applications’ programming languages and the platforms they run on. This goal is
achieved through the use of independent computational units, which are called “services” (Fantechi et
al., 2012).
In addition, SOC brings in software qualities, which are of major importance. With its planned reuse
approach, SOC furthers rapid, high quality development of software applications. By using existing,
already tested software elements, the time needed to build an application is reduced and its overall
quality is improved (Chollet et al., 2012; Arbab, 2012).
SOC uses SOA services to develop applications in the fast changing world of the Internet. These
services are independent entities and can be “used in a platform independent way” (Papazoglou et al.,
2006). The requester can compound them, as he or she wants, as long as these services follow certain
standards. These standards (e.g., UDDI) have been developed by major computing companies (such as
BEA, IBM, Microsoft, Amazon, etc.), which have been moved towards the paradigm of SOC and
SOA (Tsai et al., 2006).

2.3

Cloud Computing to Prompt

Cloud computing is booming in recent years, and the IT industry shifts more and more to the cloud,
although cloud computing is not a new technology. Rather it gained acceptance in recent years; but
actually the cloud-computing paradigm was first mentioned in 1997 (Chellapa, 1997).
Cloud computing is the distribution of applications and/or hardware provided as services over the
Internet and in data centers (e.g., servers) (Armbrust et al., 2010; Erdogmus, 2009), and is often
referred to as “the Cloud”. Cloud Computing exists in three forms (levels of services): Software as a
Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) (NIST-2011).
Definitions in literature are heterogeneous and the separation lines between the levels of services are
drawn differently. Dillon et al (2010) define these three services as follows:
 SaaS (Software as a Service) - Software that is offered over the Internet, available to the end
consumer as and when wanted;
 IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) - Organization outsources the equipment for operations, including
storage, hardware, servers and networking;
 PaaS (Platform as a Service) - Organizations provide infrastructure on which software developers
can build new applications or extend existing ones.
A federal cloud is defined “as the deployment and management of multiple external and internal cloud
computing services to match business needs. A federation is the union of several smaller parts that
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perform a common action” (Rouse, 2011). As can be seen from Figure 1, hybrid architecture can be
used additionally to the federal cloud. Thereby, a service provider may be in a cloud or not, and a
SOA/SOC may involve any combination of clouds and non-clouds (Barry and Dick, 2013).

Figure 1.

2.4

SOA, SOC and Cloud working together (source Barry and Dick, 2013).

The Relationships between Cloud Computing and SOC/SOA

Cloud Computing and SOC/SOA are independent approaches; still, they may be used as
complementary activities (Figure 2). Cloud Computing is a broad term for any Web service, which
offers the entire “traditional IT stack” (Raines, 2009), such as software, hardware, and applications.
SOC/SOA, instead, focuses mainly on software services (Raines, 2009; Kryvinska et al., 2011a). In
order to be combinable and benefit from each other, both approaches need to follow the Web service
standards (i.e., UDDI, WSDL, SOAP).
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Figure 2.

3

Venn diagram of relationships between Web Services, SOA, and Cloud Computing
(source Barry and Dick, 2013).

The SWOT Analysis

The idea behind a SOC and Cloud Computing combination (which is referred to as C-SOA) is to make
business easier and offer outsourcing solutions for enterprises (Figure 3). However, using SOC within
“the cloud” environment does not only bring benefits, but also challenges arise. Based on a SWOT
analysis, we evaluate this combination. The SWOT analysis is a strategic planning method (cf. Hill
and Westbrook, 1997; Weihrich, 1982). Thereby, SWOT is an acronym representing strength,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, which characterize the dimensions along with the entities or
situations to be analyzed. Based on the analysis for each dimension, respective strategies are derived.
Compared to other strategic planning methods, a particular strength of the SWOT analysis is that it
considers both internal (strengths, weaknesses) as well as external (opportunities, threats) dimensions
(Weihrich, 1982).

Figure 3.

Guarding against Cloud silos with C-SOA (source Shaheen, 2012).
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While strategic planning has a long history in military, predominantly product-oriented companies
have extensively used the SWOT analysis (Weihrich, 1982). Only later this analysis’ value was
recognized for service-oriented businesses and ideas (e.g., Bernroider, 2002; Andrews, 2009).
The SWOT analysis is summarized in Table 4; details can be found in the following subsections.

Strengths
 integration over time
 SOA standards available (i.e., UDDI, SOAP,
WSDL)
 rapid services composing and orchestration
 services re-use
 managing services heterogeneity
 rapid elasticity
 high scalability
 fault tolerance
 distributed functionality
 on-demand self-service
 resources pooling
 managing complex software intensive
systems
 rapid resources reconfiguration
Opportunities
 potential of standards, agreements, and rules
 federal clouds
 intermediary layer
 rapid service deployment may increase
interoperability
 introduction of a Q-Cloud Service
 integration of standards of ontologies in Web
services
 dynamic/rapid building complex system-ofsystems on demand

Table 4.

3.1

Weaknesses
 lack of standardization
 lack of interoperability
 lack of portability
 communication of software components of
several cloud service providers insufficient
 additional workload
 more complicated workflow
 “dynamically accessible” versus
“dynamically discoverable”
 high availability required
 no cloud is 100% reliable
 changing providers may imply
redevelopment of solutions
 high dependence on provider
 the service level has not yet evolved
Threats
 availability of cloud not perfectly 24/7
 constant merging and relocating of
companies hampers seamless interoperation
of web services
 trust issues
 messages could be intercepted or inferred by
the competition or anybody who can use this
information
 security isolation

The SWOT Analysis.

Strengths

SOC/SOA and Cloud computing may be used in combination as complements or in separation as
independent solutions. This is a strength as they have not to be introduced at the same time but may be
integrated over time (Wei and Blake, 2010).
There are already Open API platforms (e.g., the SUN Open Cloud Platform) that support federal
clouds, which define key resources (via HTTP and JSON) like Cloud, Virtual Data Center, Cluster,
Virtual Machine, etc., especially when they cooperate with other projects like Eucalyptus (Dillon et
al., 2010).
There are already some standards available from SOA (i.e., UDDI, SOAP, WSDL) that C-SOA may
build on. The Eucalyptus Project, for example, follows the approach of UDDI in the SOC/SOA
paradigm, by starting the partnership with Amazon (Dillon et al., 2010).
Due to the re-use approach, rapid service composing and resources reconfiguration is possible. C-SOA
allows for rapid elasticity and high scalability as required by a service consumer, and profits from
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resources pooling, due to the cloud-computing ingredient. Further strengths are the integration and
management of a heterogeneous and complex service landscape.
Overall, we can summarize that C-SOA combines the strengths of SOA and cloud computing, which
are widely discussed in scientific literature and do not need further elaboration at this place.

3.2

Weaknesses

The management of cloud services, which is inherent in C-SOA, implies an additional workload (Tsai
et al., 2010) and also concerning the infrastructure, there are certain limitations, which may interfere
or complicate the workflow (Tsai et al., 2010).
Currently, Web services are rather “dynamical accessible” than “dynamical discoverable” with the
current standards (e.g., WSDL or SOAP). Problems are identified in the detailed information of
semantics, which are provided by individuals. For example if someone looks for tax preparation
software in the US, and types in a code like “xx.xx.xx.xx.xx”, the right information for offered tax
service software could be parsed out or not, depending on the provided semantics (Dogac et al., 2002).
Accordingly, while for SOA some standards already exist (i.e., UDDI, SOAP, WSDL), there is a lack
of standardization for C-SOA (Wei and Blake, 2010) (Dillon et al., 2010). This weakness also goes in
hand with the lack of well-defined semantics in XML and the movement of web services beyond their
key standards (UDDI, WSDL and SOAP) (Yu et al., 2008).
As a result of the lack of standardization, the interoperability of the cloud services maintains a
problem. Dillon et al. (2010), for instance, argues that SaaS providers use different application
domains like ERP, CRM, etc. and experts at KDD09 panel in 2009 (Zeller et al., 2009) raised the issue
that data mining, which is also a SaaS, requires standardization to operate properly.
The lack of well-running interoperations and service deployment also cause a lack of portability, as
SOC depends on these (Wei and Blake, 2010).
Due to the lack of standardization between service providers, also the communication of software
components of several cloud service providers is currently insufficient (Wei and Blake, 2010).
Accordingly, there is a need of cloud service providers to unify (Wei and Blake, 2010).
Furthermore, SOA systems frequently require a high availability. However, loud computing is still
struggling with server outages, which make the combination of the two challenging. The recent
example of Amazon’s EC2 hosting service has shown that not only the cloud provider itself suffers
under availability problems, but also companies, which rely on the respective cloud services
(Hesseldahl, 2012). In addition, from time to time, server updates of the cloud provider require a
shutdown. In short, no cloud is 100% reliable as they suffer from human failures and technical
problems (Dillon et al., 2010).
Additionally, cloud solutions are not always designed for cross-cloud usage (Wei and Blake, 2010).
The problem is and if an organization changes, it is not unlikely that – the despite a lot of time was
spent on developing applications in the cloud –the solution has to be redeveloped at the new cloud
provider (Tsai et al., 2010).
As a consequence, to lower the additional costs when moving to another, provider cloud user is often
stuck with one provider because the migration from one cloud to another is hard to undertake (Tsai et
al., 2010). Accordingly there is strong dependence on a single cloud provider, as only a switch to other
solutions of the very same cloud provider seems feasible (Tsai et al., 2010). And even the connectivity
between cloud services of the same provider still have to be optimized, which requires novel
approaches as current approaches do not suffice (Wei and Blake, 2010).
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Furthermore, although there is a possibility for organizations to outsource to different cloud service
providers, this would, however, cause additional complexity (Dillon et al., 2010) and, thus, would
limit the benefits of the C-SOA approach.
Another obstacle is the service level agreement (SLA), as the service level has not yet evolved as far
as it needs to be (for customers). Especially if a business is subject to constant changes, this causes
problems, as SLA supports tend to be static (Tsai et al., 2010).

3.3

Opportunities

The various approaches and models are suggested by scientific literature point to more or less the
same opportunity: The potential of standards, agreements, and rules.
Service discovery could, for instance, be realized through federal clouds (Wei and Blake, 2010). In
addition, scientific literature suggests also several opportunities with respect to federal clouds:
Integrating an intermediary layer between cloud consumers to manage the various interactions of APIs
with providers is one opportunity (Dillon et al., 2010). A prominent example is OpenNebula, which is
an open-source project. Its mission is to provide a solution for managing and organizing data centers
and IaaS clouds (OpenNebula.org, 2012). Another solution for a layer is to integrate high-level
application requirements for low-level cloud resources (Sun et al., 2012). Consumer needs are used to
specify high-level application requirements. Then they get translated into high-level infrastructures,
which can be translated onto low-level descriptions of cloud resources.
Another opportunity lies in the standardization between cloud providers. To gain positive impact out
of federal clouds, companies may unify and standardize (Dillon et al., 2010). The Eucalyptus Project
is a positive example (https://www.eucalyptus.com/); it follows the approach of UDDI in the
SOC/SOA paradigm, by starting the partnership with Amazon. This kind of approach will be driven
forward as more partnerships with the “big players” in the business emerge (Dillon et al., 2010).
Furthermore, Wei and Blake (2010) suggest that the cloud community could learn a lesson from UDDI
and the data base community. These promising examples might entice the cloud community to support
federal clouds and benefit from the opportunities, which lie beyond them (Wei and Blake, 2010).
A further opportunity lies in a rapid service deployment; in fact, cloud computing is anticipated to
increase their interoperability by adding new features (Wei and Blake, 2010). Additionally, as more
and more public and private organizations penetrate into the cloud, this could result into a massive
increase in cross-cloud deployment (Wei and Blake, 2010).
Nathuji et al. (2010) strongly suggests the introduction of a Q-Cloud Service (a cloud backup service),
which “is designed to provide assurances that the performance experienced by applications is
independent of whether it is consolidated with other workloads” (Nathuji et al., 2010). Q-Clouds ease
performance interference by 31% and the system utilization is improved by 35% (Nathuji et al., 2010).
Improvements in the cloud community like the Q-Cloud Service support the Service-Oriented
Computing in a Cloud Computing environment, to benefit from synergy effects between them. This
synergy can help to build a powerful architecture for the enterprise agility (Figure 5).
The integration of standards of ontologies in Web services could improve services and start “the way
for automated composition and seamless interoperation” (Yu et al., 2008). Wei and Blake (2010)
claim that cloud services may support this by deriving ontological information from the information
(in form of data), which is stored in the cloud. Additionally, an agent-mediated ontology generation
from co-located information makes it possible that Web services have computer readable languages
and work like the metadata schema – with better descriptive capacity (Yu et al., 2008).
An opportunity to increase the security level may be achieved with individual or community solutions.
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Figure 5.

SOA, SOC and Cloud for Enterprise Agility (source MSDN, 2013).

For example, using Amazon’s EC2 requires the consumer to fill out forms and list addresses, which
will be checked by Amazon and only authorized lists are in the cloud. Furthermore Amazon
collaborates with Spamhaus, an anti-spam organization, to gain a high security level (Chen et al.,
2010) or Alliances have been built (Cloud Security Alliance Guidance, 2011).

3.4

Threats

As availability of the cloud is limited, this challenge may hinder a widespread adoption of cloud
computing (Wei and Blake, 2010).
Furthermore, due to the constant merging and relocating of companies in the IT industry, seamless
interoperation of web services is a key challenge (Yu et al., 2008), which tends to be difficult to
overcome.
In addition, cloud consumers still have trust issues (reasonable or not) and providers risk that they may
not acquire sufficient clients.
While the trust issues for cloud environment predominantly focus on data privacy, SOC security issues
are based on messaging; messages could be intercepted or inferred by the competition or anybody who
can use this information (Wei and Blake, 2010). The security challenge is generally a very crucial
topic for IT. This makes it also very important for the two paradigms of cloud computing and SOC
and might be the biggest threat, as malware, SPAM, or spy-software are improving constantly as well.
Moreover, Tsai et al. (2010) point to the phenomenon of “security isolation”. Even if a provider may
provide a safe cloud, this cloud may also be isolated from others, as there may be conflicts with other
providers and interferences.
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The “lose coupling” of services in SOC to a workflow, often contains more than one service provider.
The issue is that most operational services are from one firm. This creates high dependence or the
service providers need to manage the applications (build out of these services) on their own to keep
the workflow constant (Wei and Blake, 2010).
In addition, as Tsai et al. (2011) point out, “… to provide valid and stable services for cloud users” is a
significant threat for providers’ business success.

4

SOC and Cloud Combination Amazon Services

This section explores an example of SOC/SOA/Cloud usage by Amazon. We look at different
Amazon Web Services (AWS) of Amazon (SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) and its partner network (APN).
Amazon is seen as a big player in Web services and sets new standards with its network (Amazon
Web Service, 2013). The big amount of information from Amazon and the problems to gain practical
example as a member of the Amazon Partner Network (APN) suggests further research. Thus, this
section demonstrates the benefits of the combination of SOC in a cloud-computing environment on the
example of AWS.

4.1

Amazon Partner Network – Need for Standardization

Besides the vast offer of Amazon Web services the Amazon Partner Network (APN) offers huge
benefits. In this Network are currently over 600 different technology partners like Adobe, IBM, SAP,
and many more. If companies like to join the APN they must submit an application with standardized
input fields, where prospects provide information helping Amazon including them in their Network
(AWS Partner Network, 2013). When accepted in the Network the partner is subjected to the standards
of the APN. This supports the interoperability and the cross-cloud infrastructure as Amazon has a
registry (Amazon S3) of APIs with standard operations (Amazon Simple Storage Service, 2006).

4.2

Up Scaling Workflow and SLA at AWS

Every independent software/service vendor (ISV) at AWS certifies himself to support its customers.
Amazon guarantees that every software development works in the APN. These developments need to
be submitted to Amazon otherwise it will not work in the network. This guarantee of Amazon, tackles
the problem of the need of high longer-standing workflows. The software development does not need
to be tested against multiple platform configurations by the provider (AWS: White Paper, 2010).
Amazon will take care of this, as it promises with its service level agreement. This might fulfill the
claim of Tsai et al. (2010) of a dynamic solution as the ISV develop their own and new business needs
and submit it to Amazon that configures it. Of course this will take its time, but is a good approach to
shrink the obstacle of the service level agreement and support the dynamic business development (Tsai
et al., 2010). To fight the problem of redundancy with a new storage option called Reduced
Redundancy Storage of the Amazon S3 registry, which stores data in multiple places to overcome the
problem of a single server blackout. Data is saved on several servers to guarantee 99.99% availability
(Amazon Simple Storage Services, 2006).

4.3

Security of Amazons Web Services

Amazon is labeled with different third party security certificates. For example the SOC 1 or SOC 2
reviews, according to SSAE 16 and ISAE 3402 standards. Furthermore, AWS received the ISO 27001
certificate and was confirmed for the data security standards DSS and PCI. Additionally, Amazon has
experience in data security, thanks to years of experience in its own product selling, but if a customer
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or partner still has security issues he can encrypt its data or software additionally (AWS: Risk and
Compliance, 2012).

5

Conclusions

“Today, many organizations strive to cope with rapid market changes, such as evolving customer
requirements and new business processes” (Wei and Blake, 2010).
In this paper, we have deliberated the prospects and encounters of Soft-Computing Paradigms and
their interworking. In an SWOT analysis, we evaluated the current situation of a combination of SOA
and cloud computing (C-SOA). Despite many strengths of this concept, the analysis revealed many
challenges that are yet to be overcome. Still, the main opportunities to overcome these challenges
seem too lie in the establishment of standards, agreements, and rules. As companies have to cope with
rapid market changes, we are convinced that this situation will drive the establishment of standards.
For an illustration, we have also presented a case of C-SOA based on the real-world application of
Amazon Services. We could also show that Amazon Web Services benefit from some opportunities of
SOC in a cloud-computing environment as it has managed to integrate standards and structure. Still,
note that this paper does not claim that the example of Amazon is the only or best solution for the
future; rather we hope that this illustration contributes to eliminating a lot of the concerns of this
concept.
Future work should emphasize on the current weaknesses of C-SOA and opportunities to overcome
these. Particular research and development has to be put into the establishment of standards among
service providers.
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